
107/72 The be 	J- of a long—delayed repair of the lane, which precludes concentrated 
work, Nmnits tilt overdue reading of the last batch of VG clips. Baker's Iillogart" column is mat! ...Robe ' 0 	L=o,reyti. story has provocative graph about him as a peacenik 
and an office yet! Too inconsistent, too sugestive of moonlighting, as informant or 
orovocateur. "iree 14 Huey" yet! Lower, Pis then awociates had this notion. Seoms like 
a long time scp6k. how else can one be in the iirmy and still fly hither adiciyon7...ni 10/17, 
iten "smoke detectors". kiemember the "Itia" devices in the Lndiotmnt? .hron't "smoke 
detectors" rather unusull :olitical strDplies? 
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Dear i  om, Cle/lAfr  

Bincipled people often can't do anything about some of their principles. The 
cost can be too great, 

I am also aware that sometimes the prospect of profit also is not enouGh. 

But there are variations- between taboo subjects, some under some circumstances 
can be touched. 

I think there is a helluva story in what has come to be known as The Watergate. 
I've been more than on top of it:I've been well ahead of its public disclosures (all of 
which I also have). I have what has not yet been disclosed. 

There were special reasons for my initial interest. One is the crossing of my 
literary ?oath in 1965 by one of the principals, then in CIA and in domestic intelligence. 
he seems to have killed a deal I had with the S'EPost for serialization. 

If I've not devoted myself to the CIA's domestic-intelligence activities, I have: 
carbons of some of the reports to them on my public appearances; bills rendered for the 
service by the commercial front they used, to their awn front established for such 
purposes; checks from that front in payment; envelopes in which checks were mailed; 
transcripts of getting approval for the .surveillance (That old nemisis of the OIa 
Hr. Harold Weisberg, is coming to town next week". "Oh, Goodie, Goodie!"-even a tape of 
my own conversation with the national manager of the comercial front used. 

The operation of which. The Watergate was part was run by former CIA .people-almost 
all (the exception among those charges was only FBI, but sone were both). The technAgua 
is traditional intelligence "special operations". 

1 
I can t begin to tell you the whole story. 

If you can see a book if not more in this, I'd rather not write it. I'd rather 
collaborate or "as told to". I could not, for example, write about my own in-advance 
analyses, substantiated by developments. 

Yoorspecial Skill is promos. I can file suits against the CIA and the White Rouse 
under the Freedom of Information act any time I want. I'aedone all the necessary. I 
think I can file a civil suit against the CIA for Asmft-ges  done me. A lsywer tells me I 
have enough to get into court and file interrogatories or take depositions. 

It is too early for responRible %.riting, but not for planning and beginning. It is 
inevitable that more will come out. I have some of it, not nearly all, though. 

If you know anyone interested, I'd like to hear. 

Bestregards, 

gold Weisberg 


